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Abstract

Sounds provide us with useful information about our environment which complements that provided by other senses, but also poses
specific processing problems. How does the auditory system distentangle sounds from different sound sources? And what is it that allows
intermittent sound events from the same source to be associated with each other? Here we review findings from a wide range of studies
using the auditory streaming paradigm in order to formulate a unified account of the processes underlying auditory perceptual organi-
zation. We present new computational modelling results which replicate responses in primary auditory cortex [Fishman, Y.I., Arezzo,
J.C., Steinschneider, M., 2004. Auditory stream segregation in monkey auditory cortex: effects of frequency separation, presentation rate,
and tone duration. J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 116, 1656–1670; Fishman, Y. I., Reser, D. H., Arezzo, J.C., Steinschneider, M., 2001. Neural
correlates of auditory stream segregation in primary auditory cortex of the awake monkey. Hear. Res. 151, 167–187] to tone sequences.
We also present the results of a perceptual experiment which confirm the bi-stable nature of auditory streaming, and the proposal that
the gradual build-up of streaming may be an artefact of averaging across many subjects [Pressnitzer, D., Hupé, J. M., 2006. Temporal
dynamics of auditory and visual bi-stability reveal common principles of perceptual organization. Curr. Biol. 16(13), 1351–1357.]. Finally
we argue that in order to account for all of the experimental findings, computational models of auditory stream segregation require four
basic processing elements; segregation, predictive modelling, competition and adaptation, and that it is the formation of effective predic-
tive models which allows the system to keep track of different sound sources in a complex auditory environment.
� 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There are two particular problems faced by the auditory
system in processing acoustic signals; firstly, sounds are
typically received as a mixture produced by several concur-
rently active sources, and secondly, they are generally inter-
mittent and cannot be re-examined at will. It is therefore
very important for the auditory system to keep track of
sound sources in real time by building contextual represen-
tations which allow it to form associations between the
individual sound events emanating from the same source
(finding sound streams) and, on a higher level, between
0928-4257/$ - see front matter � 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the sound sequences originating from different sources
(finding global patterns, such as the music played by an
orchestra) (Bregman, 1990). From this point of view it is
clear that an important function of the auditory system is
to evaluate how well incoming sounds fit within the existing
sound streams, because the arrival of a sound that cannot
be regarded as a probable continuation of any of the previ-
ously registered streams indicates either the presence of a
new sound source or a change in the behaviour of an exist-
ing one. Such events carry new information and they are
known to initiate the updating of the descriptions of active
sources (Näätänen and Winkler, 1999; Winkler et al.,
1996). The view proposed in this paper is that keeping
track of sound sources and detecting new information
are closely related functions of the auditory system
and that they rely on largely common resources. Moreover,
as we will argue, both of these functions require the
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formation of predictive models, which can extrapolate
from regularities extracted from the preceding auditory
input. Predictive models allow the auditory system to rap-
idly provide possible solutions to the inverse problem (i.e.,
decomposing the mixture of sounds according to their
likely source) as well as to determine whether the incoming
signal carries information that could not be predicted from
what is ‘‘known’’ about the current auditory environment
(i.e., to spot new information).

Although some of these problems have been addressed
in psychophysics over many years, e.g., van Noorden
(1975), the neural mechanisms underlying all but the sim-
plest of these phenomena are not yet well understood.
The current paper combines evidence from a wide range
of research, from recordings of multiunit activity through
electro-magnetic field potential investigations to behav-
ioural studies of perception, in order to formulate a unified
account of the processes underlying auditory perceptual
organization. Here we show how primitive sound clustering
processes result in the segregation of activity relating to
potentially different streams, on the basis of which various
representations of auditory regularities or ‘models’ can be
constructed and used to predict the behaviour of future
auditory input. This is essentially an ‘old-plus-new’ strat-
egy (Bregman, 1990), which supports the organization of
incoming sounds and the detection of new information at
the same time. We will argue that the auditory system pro-
duces and simultaneously maintains alternative versions of
predictive models, which leads to competing perceptual
organizations of the sound input. Alternative organizations
vie for dominance, with the ‘‘winner’’ determining percep-
tion and non-dominant alternatives being suppressed.
However, adaptation eventually weakens the suppression
of non-dominant sound organizations, thereby allowing
an alternative percept to emerge, if one exists. This results
in bi- or even multi-stable perception (Leopold and Logo-
thetis, 1999) (here we consider only the bi-stable case).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Firstly we briefly review perceptual experiments and theo-
retical proposals regarding the formation of auditory
streams. Next we discuss the significance of recent experi-
ments highlighting the bi-stable nature of auditory stream-
ing and the implications of these experiments for
theoretical and computational models. We then go on to
describe our proposals for a unified theoretical model of
perceptual sound organization, providing evidence for each
of the component processing stages in the model, and pres-
ent new empirical data to support the suggestion (Pressnit-
zer and Hupé, 2006) that perceptual bi-stability can explain
the apparent build-up of streaming in auditory streaming
experiments (Anstis and Saida, 1985). We also discuss the
controversial role of attention in auditory stream segrega-
tion. Finally we consider the predictions of this model
and the notion that auditory stream segregation is not a
simple pre-processing stage but rather part of the active
and flexible exploration of the sensory environment (Neis-
ser, 1967).
2. Auditory streaming

Although the auditory input usually contains a mixture
of sounds emanating from several concurrently active
sources, we are normally able to select and follow distinct
streams of sound, such as a tune, someone speaking, the
trill of a bird, or the sound of a car passing by. Bregman
(1990) proposed the ‘‘auditory scene analysis’’ framework
for describing the way in which the composite auditory
input is parsed into coherent sound streams. The starting
point of this theory is that there is no single method by
which sounds originating from different sources can always
be disentangled from each other. Therefore, the auditory
system employs several sound analysis ‘heuristics’ in paral-
lel, which reflect the characteristics of natural sounds
(Bregman, 1990; Darwin and Carlyon, 1995; Moore and
Gockel, 2002). For example, successive sounds emitted by
the same source are usually similar to each other and their
features change gradually in time. Many of these principles
were originally described by Gestalt psychologists, who
regarded them as physical rules for grouping elements of
the sensory input; see, e.g., Köhler (1947). A clear distinc-
tion was made between simultaneous (e.g., common onset
or harmonicity) and sequential (e.g., continuity) grouping
cues (Bregman, 1990). However, in real-life auditory
scenes, there is some interplay between the two (Darwin
and Carlyon, 1995). In general, finding out what belongs
together within the current auditory input almost always
requires information about the previous behaviour of the
active sound sources. For example, the notes of a scale
played in succession by the same instrument are grouped
together by similarity of the timbre of the instrument and
by ‘‘good continuation’’ of the pitch, whereas they are sep-
arated e.g., from a concurrent stream of speech, which has
its own internal regularities.

Bregman (1990) also proposed that the analysis pro-
cesses of auditory stream segregation can be divided into
primitive and schema-based processes. Whereas the former
are based on innate capabilities and rely on principles that
are valid for most sounds (van Noorden, 1975), the latter
require the learning of rules, are influenced by previous
experience, and may apply only to a subset of sounds
(Bey and McAdams, 2002). For example, neonates can
already segregate low and high sounds presented in rapid
succession (McAdams and Bertoncini, 1997; Winkler
et al., 2003a). In contrast, orchestra conductors can follow
the tune carried by a single instrument within a large
ensemble, a feat most of us would not be able to duplicate.
Given the variety and complexity of natural auditory
scenes, it is evident that the various heuristic analysis pro-
cesses may come up with different solutions as to how the
auditory input could be organized. Bregman’s two-stage
model suggests that at first, primitive sound organization
processes automatically segregate the auditory input into
notional streams. Then, in a subsequent stage, competi-
tion between alternative notional sound organizations is
resolved by selecting a dominant organization, which then



Fig. 1. Cartoon of the auditory streaming paradigm. A sequence of high
(A) and low (B) tones presented repeatedly in ABA-groups can be
perceived as a single coherent stream with a galloping rhythm (upper
right), or as two segregated streams (lower right), each with an
isochronous rhythm.

Fig. 2. The dependency of primitive auditory streaming on frequency
difference and presentation rate found in human psychophysical experi-
ments using alternating pure tones (Beauvois and Meddis, 1996; van
Noorden, 1975). Stimuli in the region of parameter space above the
‘temporal coherence boundary’ are generally perceived as two segregated
streams, and those with parameters in the region below the ‘fission
boundary’ as a single coherent stream. Those falling in the ambiguous
region can be perceived in either way, and can be influenced by attention
(van Noorden, 1975).
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appears in perception. It has been further suggested that
whereas competition between alternative organizations
can be biased by attention, primitive processes, such as
those governing auditory streaming (see below) are atten-
tion-independent. However, as will be discussed later, the
role of attention in sound organization is not yet fully
understood.

The general features of auditory stream segregation
have been investigated most extensively via the primitive
auditory streaming phenomenon. In the typical streaming
paradigm (van Noorden, 1975), a tone sequence of the
structure ABA–ABA–ABA– . . . is presented at a fast stim-
ulus rate (A and B denote tones differing from each other in
frequency; the ‘‘–’’ sign stands for a silent interval equal to
the duration of the B tone; see Fig. 1). When all sounds are
grouped together into a single coherent stream, a galloping
rhythm is heard. By increasing the frequency separation
(Df) between the A and B tones and/or by shortening the
interval between subsequent A tones (the within-stream
inter-tone interval,1 Dt) perception of the sound sequence
changes to that of two homogeneous isochronous streams;
one consisting of A tones and the other of B’s (van Noor-
den, 1975). In general, there is a trade-off between Df and
Dt in determining the dominant perceptual organization.
van Noorden (van Noorden, 1975) identified three separate
regions of the Df � Dt space with different characteristic
perceptual organizations (see Fig. 2). With very low Df’s
and long Dt’s, all tones are heard as part of a single sound
stream and the galloping rhythm is perceived. With slightly
larger Df’s and/or shorter Dt’s, subjects are able to hear
either two separate sound streams or a single integrated
stream. Further increasing Df and/or decreasing Dt results
in the perception of two streams becoming the dominant
sound organization.

Van Noorden (van Noorden, 1975) used a ‘frequency
sweep’ method in order to map the perceptual dominance
regions described above. An alternative way to investigate
auditory streaming is to present sequences of fixed-fre-
quency A and B tones and to require subjects to report
1 Bregman and his colleagues (Bregman et al., 2000) found that the
temporal parameter involved in establishing auditory streaming was the
interval separating subsequent tones within a single stream (the A-to-A
interval in an ABA-type of tone sequence). In ABA-type sequences, the
within-stream inter-tone interval can be set by adjusting the tone durations
and/or the interval between the onset of the A and the subsequent B tone
(the stimulus onset asynchrony; SOA).
their perception on a continuous basis. Using this
approach we conducted an experiment to investigate bi-sta-
bility in auditory streaming. We found, similar to findings
in vision (Hupé and Rubin, 2003), that the starting percept
is generally that of a single integrated sequence character-
ized by the galloping rhythm, and that the two-stream per-
cept gradually emerges, with the ‘build-up’ time related to
Df (and Dt) (Anstis and Saida, 1985), as illustrated in
Fig. 3. However, the idea that the auditory system fixes
on a single unchanging dominant percept is to some extent
an artefact of the analysis method used which obscures an
important detail about streaming, namely, that it fluctuates
between the two possible percepts (Pressnitzer and Hupé,
2005, 2006); the significance of perceptual bi-stability in
auditory streaming is discussed in the next section.
3. Perceptual bi-stability

In vision, bi-stable perception has been studied exten-
sively since it offers an ideal way for investigating correlates
of conscious perception, as changes in perceptual aware-
ness can be experienced in the absence of stimulus changes.
The key factor is stimulus ambiguity; i.e., there should be
more than one plausible alternative perceptual organiza-
tion. This is often achieved through ambiguous depth cues
which are easy to generate in 2D images; e.g., the Necker
cube (Necker, 1832), or through binocular rivalry (Helm-



Fig. 3. Build-up of auditory stream segregation. Subjects were presented
with 4-minute long trains of the ABA-structure, where A and B were pure
tones of 75 ms duration. In separate trains Df was 4, 6, 8, or 10 semitones
(ST) and SOA 75, 125, 175, or 225 ms (4 · 4 = 16 different types of trains).
The order of the trains was randomized separately for each subject.
Subjects were instructed to keep a key depressed whenever they heard the
galloping rhythm, and to release it when they did not. They were asked to
mark in this way their perception throughout the trains and not to attempt
hearing the sound according to one or another perceptual organization.
The figure shows the probability of not hearing the galloping rhythm as a
function of time for the 125-ms SOA, averaged across 23 subjects.
Different Dfs are shown according to the line styles indicated in the legend.
The initial 2 seconds of the trains is not shown since this method does not
measure stream segregation before subjects can initially report any pattern
(e.g., ABA–). For compatible results, see Fig. 2 in Cusack (2005).
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holtz, 1925), where each eye is presented with a different
and incompatible image. In both cases clear switches in
perception are experienced, even though the stimulus does
not change.

A number of recent studies (Cusack, 2005; Gutschalk
et al., 2005; Snyder et al., 2006; Winkler et al., 2005) have
similarly exploited the bi-stability of auditory stream segre-
gation in investigating the neural correlates of auditory
perceptual organization. Bregman’s notion that auditory
streaming is not a single process is supported by two of
the above event-related potential (ERP) studies. Winkler
et al. (2005) presented a bi-stable tone sequence, the per-
ception of which switched spontaneously between inte-
grated and streaming organizations; i.e., the Df and Dt

parameters fell in the ambiguous region between the fission
and temporal coherence boundaries. Subjects continuously
indicated their perception by depressing or releasing a key.
Averaging ERP responses, grouped according to the sub-
ject’s perception, showed an early (50–90 ms) ERP compo-
nent, which did not change with perception, but varied
according to the differences in frequency between the alter-
nating tones. A later (150–200 ms) ERP wave was only elic-
ited when subjects actually perceived the sequence as a
single integrated stream, but not when they heard two inde-
pendent streams. Thus the earlier component appeared to
reflect the outcome of an early segregation process,
whereas the later one seemed to be related to the emerging
dominant organization. Snyder et al. (2006) also found two
different ERP effects related to streaming. One set of effects
(N1c and P2) correlated with the perception of the
sequence (increasing amplitudes with increasing Dfs), but
were insensitive to attention. Another effect (N2) correlated
with the progress of the build-up of streaming in short
ABA-trains and was significantly increased by attention;
but was not directly affected by Df. On the basis of these
results, the authors argued for the existence of a separate
Df-based primitive clustering and an attentive build-up
process.

By taking advantage of auditory bi-stability, neural
activity in a region outside of the auditory cortex has also
been found to correlate with the streaming percept
(Cusack, 2005). fMRI results pinpointed a region in the
intraparietal sulcus, which was differentially activated when
subjects perceived two streams. This is interesting because
it suggests a correspondence between auditory streams
and perceptual ‘objects’ in the visual modality (Xu and
Chun, 2006).

Perceptual bi-stability may best be understood as a
means for optimising interpretations of the sensory envi-
ronment. Clearly a veridical representation is desirable in
order to guide appropriate behavioural decisions and ulti-
mately enhance survival prospects. However, as empiricist
theories suggest (Helmholtz, 1860/1962), sensory inputs
may be inherently ambiguous, so it is important for the
perceptual system to explore any plausible alternatives in
order to minimise misinterpretations. Consequently it has
been proposed that multi-stable perception is a result of
the active exploration of the sensory environment (Leopold
and Logothetis, 1999), and a fundamental aspect of sen-
sory cognition which supports flexible decision making
(Kim et al., 2006).

The key characteristics of visual bi-stability are: exclu-
sivity, the existence of two plausible yet mutually exclusive
alternative interpretations of the sensory input; random-
ness, stochastic switching between percepts such that suc-
cessive dominance durations are uncorrelated; and
inevitability, the finite duration of perceptual dominance;
i.e., even when the intention is to hold onto one interpreta-
tion, a switch will always eventually occur (Leopold and
Logothetis, 1999). Most models of visual bi-stability there-
fore comprise three essential ingredients (Kim et al., 2006).
Exclusivity is achieved through competitive interactions
between rival percepts, generally implemented as mutual
inhibition or through the creation of network attractors.
Stochasticity, often artificially injected, ensures that even
though it is constrained by the attractor, the state of the
network is never completely stationary. This promotes
exploration and results in randomizing the time spent
within any attractor state. Finally, adaptation ensures that
attractors are only marginally stable, and eventually
become unstable allowing the system to explore alternative
perceptual states. In a recent elegant study exploring the
intrinsic dynamics of this process, Kim et al showed that
visual bi-stability exhibits stochastic resonance (at a period
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of roughly 600 ms) and that, in the biophysical models they
analysed, this required adaptation to be stochastic (Kim
et al., 2006).

The demonstration that auditory streaming exhibits
many of the same bi-stable characteristics as vision (Pressn-
itzer and Hupé, 2005, 2006), including the properties of
exclusivity (Winkler et al., 2006), randomness (see, e.g.,
the current empirical results discussed in Section 4.4) and
inevitability, as well as the reduction of suppression dura-
tions rather than extension of dominance durations with
increasing salience, suggests that ‘auditory scene analysis’
is not a simple pre-processing stage but an intrinsic part
of the active and flexible perceptual exploration of the
acoustic environment. This view is somewhat at odds with
Bregman’s proposal that following a default starting posi-
tion of ‘coherence’, in which all sounds are considered to be
part of the same stream, the auditory system gradually
accumulates evidence in favour of the segregation of
incoming sounds into separate streams (Bregman, 1990).
Although auditory bi-stability experiments have found an
initial bias towards coherence, this is followed by a situa-
tion in which perceptual organization switches randomly
between coherence and streaming with no indication of a
‘final decision’ (Pressnitzer and Hupé, 2005), although
depending on the stimulus parameters there is generally a
bias towards one or the other organization.

These findings also pose problems for computational
models of auditory stream segregation, e.g., Beauvois and
Meddis (1996), Hartmann and Johnson (1991), McCabe
and Denham (1997), and Wrigley and Brown (2004), none
of which have been shown to exhibit bi-stability. In aiming
to achieve perceptual exclusivity between ‘streaming’ and
‘coherent’ conditions and the gradual build-up of stream-
ing, some computational auditory streaming models (McC-
abe and Denham, 1997; Wrigley and Brown, 2004) do so
by making a single transition from an initial coherent state
to the streaming state; although Wrigley’s (Wrigley and
Brown, 2004) model does include a reset mechanism that
restarts the auditory stream segregation process when it is
triggered. It may seem that one way to address this deficit
would be to extend these models to include some form of
adaptation (and stochasticity); however, as competition is
essentially between regions representing different frequen-
cies (or by extension different stimulus features (Moore
and Gockel, 2002)) the coherent state is unstable, and this
is in fact what drives the model responses to move from
coherence to streaming in the first place. On the other hand
models which are firmly based on an assumption of
‘peripheral channelling’ as a basis for stream segregation
(Beauvois and Meddis, 1996; Hartmann and Johnson,
1991) have been discounted by more recent perceptual evi-
dence for streaming on the basis of other stimulus features
(Akeroyd et al., 2005; Moore and Gockel, 2002). Interest-
ingly though, through its inclusion of a stochastic switching
mechanism it is possible that the Beauvois and Meddis
model could simulate perceptual bi-stability. However, in
this model an attractor (corresponding to a dominant fre-
quency channel) is formed through the suppression of all
other channels, which seems to be inconsistent with exper-
iments demonstrating enhanced responses to deviant stim-
uli (Näätänen et al., 2001; Ulanovsky et al., 2003). We
therefore argue that both theoretical and computational
models of auditory stream segregation require some
rethinking in order to account for perceptual bi-stability.

4. Proposed unified model of auditory stream segregation

The unified model of auditory stream segregation we
propose here builds upon Bregman’s influential theory
(Bregman, 1990), and takes into account a wide range of
experimental evidence; including recordings of multiunit
activity, electro-magnetic field potential investigations
and behavioural studies of perception, and insights gained
from models of visual bi-stable perception (Dayan, 1988;
Laing and Chow, 2002; Wilson, 2003). It is also inspired
by the view of sensory perception as a generative process
of analysis-through-synthesis (Friston, 2005; Neisser,
1967). There are four key aspects to the model: (a) segrega-
tion; (b) predictive modelling; (c) competition; and (d)
adaptation. Below we discuss the contribution of each of
these to the composite perceptual function of auditory
stream segregation.

4.1. Segregation

The first process we consider is one which achieves the
context-dependent segregation of activity in primary audi-
tory cortex (PAC) in response to successive sound events
(Fishman et al., 2004, 2001; Micheyl et al., 2005). Given
the ubiquitous assumption that PAC is organized tonotop-
ically, this may seem a rather surprising process to include.
However, it is possible that tonotopy in PAC may be a
side-effect of organization with respect to some other fea-
ture(s) (Schonwiesner et al., 2002), and neurophysiological
measurements have shown that even though sub-cortical
response fields are generally narrowly tuned, subthreshold
receptive fields of cells in PAC are more widely tuned, often
in excess of five octaves (Kaur et al., 2004). Such broad
tuning is also evident in the spiking responses in PAC.

In experiments in awake monkey, it was found that cells
often responded initially to both tones in an alternating
ABAB . . . sequence, even if only one of them was at the
best frequency (BF) of the cell (Fishman et al., 2004,
2001). The differential suppression of responses to the
non-BF tone took some time to develop and depended
on the context within which the tone was presented. Specif-
ically, the emergence of non-BF tone suppression depended
on the presence of an alternating BF tone, and on the pre-
sentation rate (Dt) and frequency difference (Df) between
the BF and the non-BF tones in a way which was consistent
with the effects of these parameters on streaming percep-
tion in humans. These findings led Micheyl et al. (2005)
to propose that some higher level process could make a
streaming judgement simply on the basis of the relative fre-
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quency of neural responses to the two tones, and they
showed (using an ABA_ABA_ sequence) that such a
‘model’ could account for the build-up of streaming typi-
cally reported in perceptual experiments. However, in the
light of the bi-stability findings described in the previous
section, we may question this interpretation, because there
is no evidence in the published experimental data for a
bimodal distribution of neural activity in PAC that would
correspond to switches between the streaming and the inte-
grated percepts (Fishman et al., 2004, 2001; Micheyl et al.,
2005). Similarly, the early ERP component measured in the
experiments of Winkler et al. (2005) did not correlate with
the reported changes in perceptual organization. Thus,
short-latency neural responses originating in PAC proba-
bly cannot fully explain even the simplest case of auditory
streaming. However, it is also clear that some of the char-
acteristics of streaming derive from the response properties
observed in PAC.

Here we present some results from a new investigation in
which we have found that a neurocomputational model of
auditory processing, which includes synaptic depression
such as that found in thalamocortical synapses (Thomson
and Deuchars, 1994), and which was previously shown to
explain many of the temporal response properties mea-
sured in PAC (Denham, 2001; Denham and Denham,
2001), can also account for the observed responses to
streaming stimuli (Fishman et al., 2004, 2001). Below, it
can be seen that the model (summarised in Appendix)
exhibits a differential suppression of responses to non-BF
tones (Fig. 4), which is similarly dependent upon the pre-
Fig. 4. Post stimulus time histograms of the neural array in region with BF = A
at 5 Hz decreases with increasing presentation rate until at 40 Hz the responses
the large response to the initial B tone is followed by the rapid suppression of
PSTH bin size, 2 ms; A = 1000 Hz.
sentation rate and frequency difference between the BF
and non-BF tones (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the model
responses are primarily sensitive to the within-stream
inter-tone interval (Fig. 6), as shown in perceptual experi-
ments (Bregman et al., 2000), and later measured in PAC
(Fishman et al., 2004).

The segregation of activity in PAC corresponding to dif-
ferent putative streams is consistent with the findings of
ERP studies, described previously, of two essentially differ-
ent ERP components; a sensory one, sensitive to Df, and
generated in PAC (Snyder et al., 2006; Winkler et al.,
2005); and a higher-level one, generated in auditory associ-
ation cortex and associated with more abstract regularities
(Opitz et al., 2005). Compatible localization for streaming-
related neural activity has also been obtained by fMRI
(Deike et al., 2004).

In summary, we have found that the differential suppres-
sion of responses in PAC and its dependence on Df and Dt

can be explained by a model which includes synaptic
depression such as that found in thalamocortical synapses.
This model can also account for the differential responses
to low probability sounds where the strength of the
response reflects the recent probability of that sound’s
occurrence (Ulanovsky et al., 2003). Thus this early stage
of processing results in the clustering and segregation of
activity corresponding to putatively different sound
streams. Although primitive clustering was originally
thought to be simply a consequence of cochlear processing,
there is a clear effect of presentation rate on stream segre-
gation (see Fig. 2), which cannot be explained by peripheral
for frequency differences of 40 and 50%. The response to B tones evident
to B tones are virtually absent. In response to the reversed order sequences,
further B tones responses and a relative increase in responses to A tones.



Fig. 5. Response ratios (B/A) as a function of presentation rate and frequency difference, calculated for the population with BF = A (non-BF = B). The
colour scale indicates the degree of suppression present from low where B/A is close to one (red), to high, where B/A is close to zero (blue). Response ratios
are calculated as the mean steady state response to B tones divided by the mean steady state response to A tones; for A = 1000 Hz, Df = 10%, 20%, 30%
and 40%, and presentation rate = 5, 10, 20, 30 and 40 Hz. Upper plot: response ratios for input stimuli, the result of peripheral processing. This shows
sensitivity to frequency difference but not to presentation rate. Lower plot: ‘cortical’ response ratios are clearly sensitive both to frequency difference and
presentation rate; i.e., there is increasing differential suppression with increasing frequency difference and presentation rate (For interpretation of the
references in color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.).

Fig. 6. The degree of suppression as a function of tone duration, or same-
frequency offset to onset time which is (100 ms – tone duration). The
increasing suppression with increasing duration and corresponding
decreasing recovery time is clearly evident, particularly at larger frequency
differences. Presentation rate = 10 Hz, A = 1000 Hz. Colour scale indi-
cates B/A ratio, calculated as described in Fig. 5 for tone durations from
10 to 90 ms in 10 ms steps, and Df’s from 10% to 50% in 5% steps (For
interpretation of the references in color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.).
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processing, as well as experimental evidence in support of a
PAC origin of at least some aspects of the primitive segre-
gation process (Deike et al., 2004; Snyder et al., 2006; Win-
kler et al., 2005). While the segregation of activity in the
pure tone streaming paradigm is straightforward, in the
general case of complex sounds with overlapping and inter-
leaved components, the early primitive clustering stage is
likely to be crucial. The success of predictive modelling,
which is important for keeping track of streams, depends
upon the correct segregation of activity originating from
different sound sources into different clusters. Mixing activ-
ity from independent, uncorrelated sound sources would
unavoidably introduce prediction errors.

4.2. Predictive modelling

Prediction appears to be a fundamental aspect of sen-
sory perception. A large number of experiments have
shown that the auditory system uses an ‘old-plus-new’
strategy (Bregman, 1990). This means that searching for
continuation of the existing streams within the new sound
input is an important aspect of perceptual organization.
Examples of this principle are the illusory auditory conti-
nuity experienced when gaps in an otherwise continuous
tone are filled by noise sounds (e.g., Darwin, 2005) as well
as several other perceptual restoration effects (e.g., Repp,
1992). Finding the continuation of a previously segregated



Fig. 7. Schematic illustration of the stimulus sequences (left side). Tones
are denoted by rectangles, with the y-axis position showing the tone
frequency, the width tone duration, and shading sound intensity. Panel
(A) presents the ‘‘Oddball alone’’ condition. Infrequent short-duration
(deviant) tones are marked with a chequered pattern. MMN was elicited
by the deviant tones (right side). Panel (B) presents the ‘‘Interference’’
condition in which two tones were inserted between successive tones of the
oddball sequence. Intervening tones had randomly varying duration,
frequency (varying in a narrow range centred on the frequency in the
oddball sequence), and intensity. No MMN was elicited by the original
oddball deviant tones. Panel (C) presents the ‘‘Segregated’’ condition. The
frequency range of the intervening tones was set far apart from the
frequency in the oddball sequence. MMN was again elicited by the oddball
deviant tones. Adapted from Winkler et al. (2003b).
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sound stream within the composite auditory input requires
the formation of representations describing the regularities
detected for this stream, ones which can produce temporal
extrapolations. These representations are thus predictive
models of the given sound stream.

An important experimental method for investigating
predictive models in sensory perception utilizes the mis-
match negativity (MMN) ERP component, which is elic-
ited by unpredicted violations of auditory regularities
(Näätänen et al., 1978); for recent reviews, see (Näätänen
and Winkler, 1999; Picton et al., 2000). The simplest
MMN-yielding paradigm is the auditory oddball sequence,
in which a repeating sound is occasionally exchanged for a
different sound. However, violations of auditory regulari-
ties of much more complex nature also trigger the MMN,
such as presenting a low tone of low intensity amongst
tones complying with the ‘‘the higher the frequency the
lower the intensity’’ rule (Paavilainen et al., 2001); for a
review of the ‘‘intelligent’’ features of MMN, see (Näätä-
nen et al., 2001; Winkler et al., 1996). Winkler and his col-
leagues (Winkler et al., 1996) hypothesized that MMN is
elicited by differences between the incoming sound and
the extrapolations drawn from the regularities extracted
from the preceding sound sequence. That is, MMN is
based on predictive models established for the given sound
sequence (Winkler, 2003; Winkler et al., 1996). Several
studies have suggested (Winkler and Czigler, 1998; Winkler
et al., 1996, 2001, 2005) that the process reflected by MMN
is involved in maintaining such predictive models, updating
them when their predictions are not confirmed. A very
important feature of MMN is that it is elicited whether
or not subjects perform some task related to the sounds
(Näätänen, 1990). In fact, the MMN-generating process
is not affected by attention unless deviation in a feature
occurs in an unattended stream when the same feature is
task-relevant in the attended stream (Sussman et al.,
2003). Therefore, with some precaution, MMN can be used
to test the processing of unattended sounds.

A number of MMN studies have shown that sound
organization and MMN elicitation are related because they
both depend on what regularities can be detected from a
given sequence of sounds (Ritter et al., 2000; Shinozaki
et al., 2000; Sussman et al., 2001, 1998, 1999, 2005; Takeg-
ata et al., 2005; Winkler et al., 2001, 2003b, 2005, 2003c;
Yabe et al., 2001). A simple example of the link between
auditory streaming and MMN elicitation has been created
using an oddball sequence (Winkler et al., 2003b) in which
a repeating tone was occasionally exchanged for another
tone with a different duration (Fig. 7A). In this sequence,
duration deviants elicited the MMN. Then, two additional
tones were introduced between consecutive sounds, whose
duration varied over a wide range. In one condition, the
frequency of these intervening tones varied in a range sur-
rounding the frequency of the tones in the original oddball
sequence (Fig. 7B). In this condition no MMN was elicited
by the original duration-deviant tones, because the overall
variation of duration in the sequence did not lead to the
extraction of a duration rule and, therefore, the original
deviants did not violate any regularity. However, when
the frequency of the intervening tones varied in a range
that was much lower than the common frequency of the
original oddball sequence (Fig. 7C), MMN was elicited
by the original duration-deviant tones. Because the inter-
ference and the streaming conditions did not differ from
each other in terms of tone duration, the emergence of
MMN in the streaming condition suggested that (1) the
tones of the original oddball sequence and the intervening
tones were streaming (indeed, the Df and within-stream
inter-tone intervals together fell into the range strongly
promoting streaming – see (van Noorden, 1975)) and (2)
separate predictive models were set up for the two sound
streams, including the extraction of a tone-duration regu-
larity for the original oddball sequence (which was then
violated by the duration deviants embedded in this stream,
thus eliciting the MMN). Using a version of the interven-
ing-tone paradigm (with intensity instead of duration devi-
ance), the link between MMN elicitation and streaming
was confirmed in school-aged children (Sussman et al.,
2001) and in adults (Sussman et al., in press, 2005) and
the occurrence of streaming was suggested in newborn
infants. Furthermore, Ritter and his colleagues (Ritter
et al., 2000) provided corroborating evidence that the pre-
dictive models underlying MMN generation are stream-
specific.

Here we argue that the relationship between MMN and
sound organization is a causal one: The predictive models
maintained by the MMN-generating process underlie the
sequence-based processes of stream formation. That is,
MMN is a part of the auditory scene analysis function; it



Fig. 8. Cartoon illustrating the competitive interactions between popula-
tions encoding different transition rules. The x-axis shows the current
inpu, and y-axis the stimulus predicted by local (dashed) and global
(dotted) transition rules. Thus encountering current stimulus ‘‘A’’ leads to
the prediction of stimulus ‘‘B’’ by local rules (top) and to stimulus ‘‘A’’ by
global rules (bottom). At the same time, the stimulus ‘‘A’’ (lower part) is
predicted by global rules from a preceding ‘‘A’’ (left) and by local rules
from a preceding ‘‘B’’ (right). The two sets of rules (framed separately by
elliptic curves) can lead both to a stable perceptual state of coherence
(local rules dominant), or of streaming (global rules dominant), but not
both at the same time.
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is an indicator that something unexpected has been
detected, and is essentially a correlate of prediction errors.

In conclusion, there is ample evidence that the brain
forms representations of the regularities detected in contin-
uous sound sequences, and uses such regularities in order
to evaluate successive sound events. Unexpected events,
which by definition contain information the system does
not currently have, trigger processes, which update the reg-
ularity representations. In other words, the formation of
predictive models is precisely what underlies the formation
of auditory streams; i.e., one or more predictive models
together define a ‘stream’.

4.3. Competition

If the competitive interactions in current computational
models of auditory streaming result in a lack of stability for
the coherent state, then to paraphrase Logothetis et al.
(1996), an important question to address is: ‘What is rival-
ling in auditory stream segregation?’ As previously noted,
given the variety and complexity of natural auditory
scenes, it is likely that there may be more than one plausi-
ble solution as to how the auditory input could be orga-
nized. According to Bregman (1990), competition
between alternative sound organizations is used to resolve
perceptual ambiguity, and to decide upon a single coherent
interpretation.

The competition between alternative sound organiza-
tions must then involve competition between alternative
predictive models. Interestingly, the only documented
examples of auditory bi-stability are auditory stream segre-
gation (Gutschalk et al., 2005; Pressnitzer and Hupé, 2005)
and Warren’s verbal transformations (Warren, 1961); both
of which involve alternative temporal organizations. Previ-
ous ERP studies provide evidence that several alternative
regularity representations may be formed to describe even
simple sound sequences (Horváth et al., 2001). Regularity
representations may describe ‘‘local’’ rules (i.e., relation-
ship between adjacent sounds) as well as global rules (rela-
tionships between non-adjacent sounds).

If we consider the typical stimulus sequence used in
streaming experiments (see Fig. 1), ABA_ABA_ABA_ . . .
then we can see that within this sequence there is perceptual
‘evidence’ for the following transitions: A! B(Dt),
B! A(Dt), A! A(2Dt), B! B(4Dt). (There is also evi-
dence for higher order transitions, but we ignore them
here.) These then comprise the set of expectations or
predictions derived from this sound sequence, which
form a ‘local’ (A! B(Dt), B! A(Dt)) and a ‘global’
(A! A(2Dt), B! B(4Dt)) set of transition rules. Horváth
et al. (2001) showed that incoming sounds are simulta-
neously tested against predictions derived from both sets
of rules, thus demonstrating that these (and possibly fur-
ther) predictive models are maintained at the same time
in the auditory system. If we suppose that these representa-
tions are embodied in the activity of distinct neural popu-
lations in cortex, and that there is competition between
mutually incompatible ‘rules’, then two mutually exclusive
stable perceptual states emerge in response to the above
stimulus sequence; namely those of coherence and stream-
ing. This idea is illustrated in the cartoon in Fig. 8. Compe-
tition between mutually exclusive rules in this case amounts
to competition between those neural populations, activated
by the same current sensory input, which predict a different
transition, and between those neural populations which
predict the same stimulus, but are triggered by different
input. The diagram shows that under this form of compe-
tition either the coherent or the streaming state can be sta-
ble, since the rules associated with each, separately, do not
compete with each other. At the same time, the competitive
interactions described above (and shown on the diagram)
ensure that the two perceptual states (coherence and
streaming) are mutually exclusive.

The finding that global regularities as well as local ones
are detected and represented in the brain demonstrates that
the length of the temporal windows within which regulari-
ties are detected varies quite substantially, as has been sug-
gested by research aimed at finding higher-level auditory
features (Nelken et al., 2003) and understanding speech
perception (Poeppel, 2003). Processing sound on various
time scales in parallel also has a bearing on the way in
which perception develops through the stimulus sequence,
and helps to explain why the initial percept is one of coher-
ence. There are two reasons then why at the onset of the
stimulus subjects generally experience the coherent percept.
Firstly, at the onset of a sound sequence there are no pre-
dictive models available, and hence essentially no organiza-
tion of the incoming sounds. Since there is nothing which
can cause the sounds to segregate, the default state is
coherence (this is essentially Bregman’s argument). Sec-
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ondly, the predictive models which form first are those
which extract regularities over shorter time windows,
namely the ‘local’ ones. The dominance of local predictive
models, in this case also amounts to the perception of
coherence. Then, after a while the more global models
become established and begin to compete with the local
ones. After some time, depending on the stimulus parame-
ters, they may eventually come to win this competition and
as a result the streaming percept emerges. However, per-
ceptual organization is rather more flexible and less stable
than this account would suggest; as will be discussed in the
next section.

4.4. Adaptation

Although Fig. 3 appears to show a build-up of stream-
ing with time consistent with many other experiments,
e.g., Anstis and Saida (1985), Cusack (2005) and Micheyl
et al. (2005); this is the result of averaging across the
responses of many subjects at each point in time and as
suggested by Pressnitzer and Hupé (2006) the apparent
convergence to a stable perceptual state is really an artefact
of this process. If we consider the responses of individual
subjects then it is found that in general subjects continually
switch back and forth between the two mutually exclusive
perceptual states, i.e., coherence and streaming. A typical
example of this behaviour is shown in Fig. 9. From this fig-
ure it is clear not only that perceptual organization never
completely ‘stabilises’, but also that even for an individual
subject the rate of perceptual switching can vary widely
Fig. 9. Duration in seconds of successive perceptual states during each 4 min
reported by the same subject during each condition; indicated above each plot
these plots the first phase, and all subsequent odd numbered phases, corresp
correspond to streaming. As can be seen there is huge variability both in the nu
perceptual state. Also evident is the lack of stability in perceptual organizatio
from one stimulus to the next. The number of perceptual
switches for all subjects and experimental conditions is
shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 11, the mean durations of the first
seven perceptual phases for all subjects (excluding those
with fewer perceptual switches for these conditions), show
the correspondence between the first phase duration and
frequency difference which explains the differences in
‘build-up’ of streaming with Df. In addition, these plots
make clear the relationship between the final asymptotic
probability of streaming and the relative durations of
streaming and coherent phases.

This phenomenon of perceptual switching between two
mutually exclusive organizations is very similar to that
observed in visual experiments (Pressnitzer and Hupé,
2005, 2006) and might therefore be explained in a similar
way. Almost all models of visual bi-stability; e.g., Laing
and Chow (2002) and Wilson (2003), include adaptation
in order to ensure that network attractors are only margin-
ally stable, and that eventually a transition is always made
to another perceptual state. In other words adaptation
ensures that suppression of the non-dominant perceptual
organizational state (i.e., the non-dominant set of predic-
tive models) gradually weakens until eventually a new per-
ceptual state emerges. In the case of auditory stream
segregation this means that the percept switches between
integrated and streaming percepts. If the conditions
strongly favour streaming then this may happen less often
and the switch back to streaming may be very rapid. How-
ever, in general there is no one fixed stable perceptual orga-
nization, and the cycle of dominance followed by
ute stimulus for a typical subject. Each subplot indicates the perceptions
are the experimental condition number, Dt in ms and Df in semitones. In

ond to coherence; i.e., the ‘galloping’ percept. All even numbered phases
mber of perceptual switches across conditions and in the duration of each

n.



Fig. 10. Perceptual switching. Left plot shows the number of perceptual switches reported by subjects in each stimulus condition plotted against subject
number. The mean for each subject is indicated by the solid line. Right plot shows the number of perceptual switches for all subjects plotted against
stimulus condition, numbered as in Fig. 9. From this it is clear that even for conditions which are less ambiguous, i.e., the 4 semitone (1, 5, 9 and 13) and 10
semitone (4, 8, 12 and 16) conditions, there is still a marked tendency for perceptual bi-stability.

Fig. 11. Average durations of the first seven phases of perceptual organization for the 125 ms SOA conditions, also used for Fig. 3. As in Fig. 9, odd
numbered phases correspond to coherence and even numbered phases correspond to streaming. From these plots it can be seen that there is a clear
reduction in the first phase duration with increasing frequency difference, which would give rise to a faster ‘build-up’ of streaming if averaged across
subjects. In addition, the relative duration of subsequent integrated and streaming phases tends to stabilise, and the proportion of time spent in integrated
phases reduces with increasing frequency difference.
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adaptation and perceptual switching then continues for the
duration of the stimulus sequence. This is evident in all of
the conditions we tested; e.g., consider the number of per-
ceptual switches in the 10 semitone Df conditions (numbers
4, 8, 12 and 16 in Fig. 10, right plot) for which a streaming
percept is expected to be relatively stable.
It will be interesting to explore whether the recently
reported finding of stochastic resonance in binocular ril-
valry (Kim et al., 2006) can also be demonstrated in audi-
tory perception, since this is informative with respect to the
dynamics of the system. The resonant period of approxi-
mately 600 ms they reported is significant in auditory per-



Fig. 12. Correlation between the log first percept duration and overall
proportion of integration during the remainder of the stimulus sequence
for one subject. This is very similar to results reported for visual plaid
experiments (Hupé and Rubin, 2003).
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ception, consistent with preferred musical tempi (Iwanaga
and Tsukamoto, 1998) and mean consonant + vowel
durations found in many languages (Ramus et al., 1999).
Furthermore, it was shown that in order to generate sto-
chastic resonance in the visual models investigated, it was
necessary for adaptation to be stochastic (Kim et al.,
2006). Therefore, this may provide useful guidance for
models of auditory perceptual organization.

Interestingly, in visual plaid motion experiments it was
found that the duration of the first coherent period, is
strongly correlated with the final relative durations of
coherence and dominance (Hupé and Rubin, 2003). This
makes sense in terms of streaming too; a fast switch to
streaming indicates a strong bias towards the streaming
percept and hence rather brief subsequent periods of
coherence (integration), while a slow initial switching to
streaming indicates a weak bias towards streaming and
hence far longer durations of coherence. Although we
found a smaller correlation in our experiments over all
subjects, some individual subjects showed a high correla-
tion between first phase and final relative durations; e.g.,
see Fig. 12.
5. The role of attention in auditory stream segregation

Bregman (1990) suggested that in the two extreme
parameter ranges (below the fission or above the temporal
coherence boundary) perception is fully determined by
stimulation factors. That is, in these parameter ranges
sound organization would be attention-independent. In
contrast, Jones (1976) and Jones et al. (1981) suggested
that streaming represents the failure of switching attention
with sufficient speed between sounds of highly different
pitch. It is difficult to test the effects of attention on sound
organization by behavioural methods, which usually
require the subject to indicate his/her perception or to
solve a task involving the test sounds. In support of the
attention-independence of auditory streaming, Jones and
his colleagues (Jones et al., 1999; Jones and Macken,
1995) found that performance in retaining a list of items
in memory is less disturbed by task-irrelevant sound
sequences presented during the retention interval, when
the sequence was segregated by frequency into two (sepa-
rately) repetitive streams of sound than when the sequence
was organized as a single stream containing two or more
sounds of different frequencies. Because subjects were
instructed to ignore the irrelevant sounds, the authors
interpreted these results as suggesting that auditory
streaming occurs without attention. Furthermore, as was
already mentioned, frequency-based streaming is proba-
bly an innate function of the human auditory system
(McAdams and Bertoncini, 1997; Winkler et al., 2003a).
However, stronger tests of attention dependence can be
provided by physiological measures, which can be
recorded even when subjects are instructed to ignore the
sounds and to perform a primary task unrelated to the test
sounds. In this regard the MMN ERP component has
been found to be a useful tool.

Most MMN studies have used the so-called passive con-
dition, in which subjects read a book or watch a movie and
are instructed to ignore the experimental sounds, for test-
ing the relationship between auditory streaming and
MMN; e.g., Ritter et al. (2000), Sussman et al. (1999), Win-
kler et al. (2003c), Yabe et al. (2001). Although the results
of these studies are compatible with the notion that audi-
tory streaming can occur without attention, they did not
provide a strong test of this hypothesis, because subjects
could covertly and/or intermittently attend the sounds
and it has been shown that MMN is correlated with sound
organization also when this organization requires attention
(Sussman et al., 2002; Winkler et al., 2003b). Winkler et al.
(2003b) tested MMN elicitation using the streaming para-
digm while subjects performed a visual n-back task. With
two different difficulty levels of the n-back task (1- and 3-
back) no MMN difference was found in the streaming con-
dition, in which MMN elicitation could only occur if the
intervening tones and the original oddball sequence were
segregated into separate streams (see Section 4.2 and
Fig. 7). On this basis, Winkler et al. concluded that main-
taining separate streams does not require focused atten-
tion. Somewhat contradictory evidence has been obtained
by studies in which subjects attended one sound stream,
while ignoring two other sets of sounds. Whereas Winkler
et al. (2003c) found that the unattended sounds were also
segregated into separate streams, Sussman et al. (2005)
found that only the attended stream was created, whereas
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the rest of the sounds formed an undiscriminated back-
ground. The latter finding is compatible with the results
of a behavioural study using a similar design and stimuli
(Brochard et al., 1999). There are two differences between
Winkler et al.’s (2003c) paradigm and the other two stud-
ies, which may explain the contradictory results. Firstly,
the sound stream attended by subjects in Winkler et al.’s
paradigm was the sound of a movie, which they watched,
whereas in the other two studies, subjects performed a dif-
ficult detection task in the attended tone sequence. Thus it
is possible that Winkler et al.’s subjects intermittently
attended the unattended sound sequences, segregating
them this way. Secondly, the three sound streams presented
in Winkler et al.’s study were qualitatively different (movie
sound, street noise, series of footsteps), whereas in the
other two studies, three (or more) streams of pure tones
were delivered to subjects. Cusack et al. (2004) suggested
that auditory stream segregation may be hierarchical with
qualitatively different streams being possibly segregated
without attention, whereas attention would be required
to segregate from each other sounds with generally similar
make-up. Alternatively, if attention acts by biasing the
competition between competing perceptual organizations,
e.g., Deco and Zihl (2001), it may be that this causes a dis-
tortion in the network attractor landscape which can cause
some attractors to disappear. In summary, it appears that
when no auditory stream is voluntarily selected, at least
two, and possibly more sound streams may be maintained
without attention. On the other hand, when attention is
directed to one stream, multiple other streams may or
may not be segregated.

Whereas continuously focussed attention does not have
dramatic effects on auditory stream segregation, it has been
shown that switching attention can have a marked effect on
the ‘build-up’ of streams. Carlyon et al. (2001) presented
short (21 s) trains of sounds having the ABA-structure to
the left ear of subjects. The Df frequency separation
between the A and B tones varied from trial to trial
between 4 and 10 semitones. In the base condition, subjects
were instructed to press one button when they heard the
galloping rhythm and another when they did not. By plot-
ting the average score representing perception of one vs.
two streams as a function of time within the trains, it
was found that the perception of two streams gradually
increased during the trains. The increase was sharper and
the final perception more uniformly two streams with lar-
ger as opposed to smaller Dfs (see the current perceptual
streaming results: Fig. 3). In the main experimental condi-
tion, during the first 10 s of each train subjects were
instructed to perform a difficult discrimination task
between two types of noise sounds presented to their right
ear, which prevented them from attending the tones pre-
sented to their left ear. After the first 10 s, however, the
noise sounds stopped and subjects were again asked to
judge whether they heard one or two streams in their left
ear. Again, plotting the scores representing perception as
a function of time it was found that this function resembled
the initial 10 s, rather then the second 10 s of the similar
curves of the base condition. This was interpreted as sug-
gesting that that no build-up of streaming occurs in an
unattended sequence of sounds, at least when another
sound sequence is attended. Cusack et al. (2004) extended
these findings by showing that switching attention from a
tone sequence for only 5 s to a concurrent noise sequence
reset sound organization for the tone sequence. That is,
even though two separate streams had already emerged
within the tone sequence, after switching to a concurrent
noise stream for 5 s subjects again heard a single integrated
stream and it took a few seconds for two streams to emerge
again in their perception.

In contrast, Sussman et al. (in press) recently found that
the build-up of streaming can also occur for a sequence of
tones when attention is strongly focused on a separate
noise stream. These authors presented short (ca. 3.6 s)
trains of the intervening-tone paradigm (two variable
sounds inserted between successive tones of a simple odd-
ball sequence; see Fig. 7B and C), separated by ca. 4 s of
silence. The Df was, in separate trains, either 1 or 8 semi-
tones (termed ‘‘Near’’– see Fig. 7B – and ‘‘Far’’ –see
Fig. 7C – trains, respectively) and the absolute frequency
was varied from train to train to prevent carryover between
trains. An intensity deviant was placed either at the 4th or
the 10th position in the oddball sequence, thus testing the
early and later phase of the build-up process. Subjects
attended a continuous stream of noise delivered by a loud-
speaker placed in front of them, while the tones of the
experimental sequences were presented by two loudspeak-
ers placed symmetrically on each side and somewhat
behind them. Subjects performed a difficult detection task,
with targets, slight changes of the noise intensity, appearing
with random intervals (square distribution, 0.5–30 s,
including the inter-train intervals). MMN was only elicited
by 10th-position deviants in the Far trains. In a control
oddball-only condition (see Fig. 7A), 4th-position deviants
also elicited the MMN. These results suggested that
streaming was built up by the end of the Far trains without
attention being focused on the tones.

The picture emerging from the experiments reviewed
above is that, whereas attention is not required for the
build-up of streaming, switching attention generates some
sort of reset. Taking into account the results of studies
showing that streaming occurs when attention is not direc-
ted to the sounds, it seems likely that the resetting of
streaming for a subset of the auditory input occurs when
attention is directed towards that subset of sounds, but
not when attention is directed away from them (for a sim-
ilar conclusion, see (Cusack et al., 2004)). In the light of the
arguments and perceptual results presented here, we sug-
gest that the corresponding predictive models are reset by
switches in attention, and that since the ‘local’ models
reform first, a ‘build-up’ period once again occurs. The pre-
diction is that a (possibly prolonged) coherent phase occurs
for all subjects immediately after attentional switching, but
that the early clustering is not affected.
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6. Implications for models of auditory streaming

The role of expectations in resolving perceptual ambigu-
ities underlies the ‘generative’ modelling approach which
has been used to explain binocular rivalry (Dayan, 1988),
and to formulate a general theory of cortical function (Fris-
ton, 2005). In this framework, each level in the sensory
hierarchy imposes expectations on lower levels which help
to constrain and guide their processing. In addition, lateral
connections decorrelate responses at each level. Within
such a hierarchy, incoming sensory signals generate activity
which is passed to higher levels only to the extent that they
are not predicted by prior expectations. In accordance with
this framework, the formation of predictive models is an
inherent aspect of processing at each level of the sensory
hierarchy, and also explains why MMN generators may
be localised to different parts of auditory cortex (Alho,
1995), depending on the particular feature (and the corre-
sponding part of the sensory hierarchy) which causes the
prediction error.

We suggest that it is just such a framework which could
usefully form the basis for a comprehensive and unified
model of auditory stream segregation. In summary, key
processes within such a model include: (a) the segregation
or clustering of activity corresponding to putatively differ-
ent sound sources; (b) the generation of predictive models
at all levels of the processing hierarchy through the extrac-
tion of regularities found within different clusters; (c) com-
petition between mutually exclusive models, with
attentional effects mediated through the biasing of this
competition; (d) stochastic adaptation causing a weakening
of the suppression of alternative models, and the eventual
emergence of an alternative perceptual organization.
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Appendix

The dynamical behaviour of the synaptic model is deter-
mined by a system of three coupled differential equations:

dx
dt
¼ zðtÞ � a � xðtÞ

dy
dt
¼ b � wðtÞ � zðtÞ

dw
dt
¼ a � xðtÞ � b � wðtÞ

ð1Þ

where x(t) is the amount of effective resource, and could be
interpreted as the activated neurotransmitter within the
synaptic cleft; y(t) is the amount of available resource or
free neurotransmitter in the synapse, and w(t) is the
amount of inactive resource, neurotransmitter being repro-
cessed. In the model all of these are considered as a propor-
tion of the total synaptic resource, and hence always sum
to 1. The constant b determines the rate at which the inac-
tive resource w(t) is returned to the pool of available re-
source on a continuing basis, and a represents the rate at
which effective resource becomes inactive again subsequent
to being activated.

Synaptic transmission is a stochastic process, postsynap-
tic EPSPs vary in amplitude; there is an increasingly high
probability of failure in transmission at depressing syn-
apses with increasing stimulus duration and the probability
of failure is inversely related to the failure of the previous
pre-synaptic spike to elicit an EPSP (Galarreta and Hes-
trin, 1998). To account for these aspects the input to the
synaptic model, z(t), is defined as follows:

zðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ � f ½g; yðtÞ� ð2Þ

where I(t) represents the occurrence of a pre-synaptic ac-
tion potential and is set equal to one at the time of arrival
of the pre-synaptic action potential and otherwise is set
equal to 0. In this model both the probability of successful
transmission and the amount of transmitter actually re-
leased is a probabilistic function, f[g,y(t)], of the transmit-
ter available for release y(t), and the instantaneous efficacy
of the synapse, g, which takes a value in the range zero to
one.

f ½g; yðtÞ� ¼ ðpevent > rÞ � yðtÞ � rn

pevent ¼ ð1� gÞyðtÞ
ð3Þ

where pevent is the probability of a successful transmission
and is a function of the available transmitter, y(t), and
the efficacy of the synapse, g; r is a uniform random vari-
able in the range 0–0.25, and rn is a normal random vari-
able, with zero mean and standard deviation 0.25.

The EPSP at the synapse, e(t), is computed from x(t) in
(1) using the following equation for the passive membrane
mechanism (Tsodyks and Markram, 1997):

sEPSP �
de
dt
¼ c � xðtÞ � eðtÞ ð4Þ

The neurone model used is described by the following sys-
tem of equations, which has been adapted from a model in
McGregor (1989):

sE

dE
dt
¼ �EðtÞ þ V ðtÞ þ GKðtÞ � ½EK � EðtÞ�

sðtÞ ¼ 1 if EðtÞP hðtÞ else sðtÞ ¼ 0

sGK

dGK

dt
¼ �GKðtÞ þ g � sðtÞ

sh
dh
dt
¼ �ðhðtÞ � h0Þ þ sðtÞ

ð5Þ

where E(t) is the variation of the neurone’s membrane
potential relative to its resting potential, V(t) is the driving
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input found by summing all the synaptic EPSPs, GK(t) is
the potassium conductance, divided by the sum of all the
voltage-dependent ionic membrane conductances, EK is
the potassium equilibrium potential of the membrane rela-
tive to the membrane resting potential, h(t) is the firing
threshold potential, h0 is the resting threshold, s(t) is the
variable which denotes firing of the cell, sE, sEPSP, sh, and
sGK are time constants, and c, v and g are constant
parameters.

In this system of equations, s(t) is set to 1 to signal the
occurrence of an action potential, i.e., E(t) reaching a value
above the firing threshold h(t); otherwise s(t) is zero. Eq. (5,
line 4) is introduced to provide a refractory period. It
allows representation of an absolute period and a relative
period. For the first few milliseconds after firing the value
of h(t) becomes very large, preventing any further firing.
As h(t) decays between spikes, the threshold for firing
decreases with time elapsed since the last spike. A further
spike can occur therefore in this period if the value of
E(t) is sufficiently large. When s(t) is zero, the potassium
conductance term GK(t) decays to zero via Eq. (5). When
s(t) = 1, the value of GK is increased instantaneously by
an amount g, and then decays again. The action potentials
generated when the cell fires are not explicitly modelled,
and the spiking variable s(t) is used as the output from
the model. In the simulations the following values were
used for the constants in the model: a = 125, b = 8,
g = 0.7, c = 6, sEPSP = .007, sE = .005, sGK = .01, sh =
.001, EK = �10, h0 = 10, g = 100.

In order to compare the behaviour of the model with the
experiments described it is desirable to use actual sound
stimuli. For this reason the Development System for Audi-
tory Modelling,2 was used to generate signals characteristi-
cally found in auditory nerve fibre recordings in response
to acoustic stimuli. The output from the peripheral model
was reprocessed to ensure that the firing rates remained
below about 100 Hz by enforcing a reasonable refractory
period. This was achieved by assigning 30 auditory nerve
fibres to each frequency channel, and only transmitting
spikes when typically more than ca. 8 spikes were coinci-
dent within a 1 ms bin. Clearly this ignores the computa-
tions which occur in the rest of the sub-cortical auditory
system. However, there does appear to be a fast veridical
auditory pathway that transmits signals from the periphery
to the cortex with relatively little alteration. While recogn-
ising that this simplification may result in a poor approxi-
mation of actual thalamic relay cell activity, it has the
benefit of making the simulations tractable.

In their experiments (Fishman et al., 2004, 2001)
obtained population responses from auditory cortex of
awake monkeys to alternating pure tone stimuli. Multiunit
activity (MUA) was measured using multi-contact record-
ing electrodes placed in the thalamocortical recipient layers
2 DSAM: Development Software for Auditory Modelling, a library of
compiled C routines for auditory modelling. This software is publically
available from http://www.essex.ac.uk/psychology/hearinglab/.
of PAC and provided evidence of net changes in summed
action potential activity in neural ensembles of about 50-
100 lm in diameter. In addition PSTH responses were con-
structed from a cluster analysis of the outputs of the
recording electrodes. Stimuli were generated on the basis
of the best frequency (BF) at the site of a recording elec-
trode. For each site, the frequency of the A tones was set
to the BF and the frequency of the B tones was set in the
range of 10–50% either side of A. Stimuli were presented
at rates of 5, 10, 20 and 40 Hz.

To simulate the response of the model in a similar exper-
imental paradigm, the A tones were set to 1000 Hz and B to
A + Df * A/100. Inputs were generated using the peripheral
processing described above. For this experiment 100 band-
pass filter channels with centre frequency ranging from 500
to 2500 Hz on the ERB scale (Glasberg and Moore, 1990),
were used. This resulted in 100, tonotopically organized
spike trains which were used as input to the neural array,
which consisted of 100 neurones, each with 30 synapses.
Synaptic connectivity was generated by assigning to each
neurone a nominal best frequency, and randomly selecting
input connections from a Gaussian distribution centred on
this frequency. The spread of the distribution was chosen
so that the response to both A and B tones at the first pre-
sentation was similar at the region with BF = A, as found
in PAC (Fishman et al., 2001). For comparison with multi-
unit activity the output spike train from each neurone was
integrated with time constant sA = 5 ms, and summed to
give a population response (MUAA) in the region with
BF = A, where region A was defined as those neurones
with BF’s in the range A ± 10%; similarly for B.

sA
dA
dt
¼ sðtÞ � AðtÞ

MUAA ¼
X

i e regionðAÞ
AiðtÞ

ð6Þ
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